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I  was delighted to receive some GREAT, 
positive feedback about our first 

Newsletter, which was issued In January,  this 
year.  Many said how much they actually 

enjoyed reading it.  
Your comments 
were really  
nice...thank you SO 
much. Please let me 
know what else you 
would like to be 
included in future 
Newsletters.  
Your suggestions 
would be really 
appreciated. 
 

It appears the Newsletter was a success right from its first Issue  -  bringing 
forth a couple of superb outcomes which happened entirely due to our 
Newsletter!!  Here they are….. 

 Vicky Hodges is our new Admissions Team Leader. 
 Tracy Beckham is our new TNR Team Leader. 

 
Let us take the opportunity here to extend our Good Wishes to Vicky and 
Tracy for them to achieve enjoyment and success in their new Volunteer 
Roles. 

Carolyn and I feel it would be a good idea to keep the Newsletter content 
similar for each issue.  What do you think?  More pictures? Less Pictures? 
More “funnies”?  Please advise me of your opinion/thoughts/ideas. 

Continued…..     

Our Vision is a 

World where 

EVERY CAT is 

treated with 

kindness  and an 

understanding of 

its needs 

NewsLetter 

Feedback 

IT’S A 

THUMBS  

UP!! 

Hope you all had a 
HAPPY EASTER 
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Branch Figures will be presented on the penultimate page—and the last page will always give up-to-date Useful 
Contact Details.  Carolyn will put a copy of the USEFUL CONTACTS page in the GENERAL Documents Folder on the 
CP Site, so if you do not have the Newsletter to hand, a copy can be easily found.  It will be called BRANCH-
CONTACTS.  It’s a good idea to print off the Useful Contacts page for you to keep handy to refer to at any time.  

            Angela Hulley, Branch Team Leader 

The Newsletter Production 

”I can tell you that Angela was thrilled with the first 
edition of Wolverhampton’s Newsletter for all Branch 
Staff.  I too was very happy to see the great feedback 
after its release.  

Angela and I did not want the Newsletters to be just 
about “Branch facts and figures”.  I’ve created loads of 
Newsletters in the past - and I observed that some 
clearly got the content right….and some got it so wrong.  
The more successful Newsletters I designed had really 
good articles in them, not strictly containing items 
anchored specifically to the subject the Newsletter was 
intended for….i.e. they contained relative but many off-
the-topic “interesting” or “humorous” items. 

For Cat’s Protection Newsletters,  I feel we all need to 
have some jolly moments in our life during this 
challenging time we have been (and still are) going 
through.  I will include (what I believe to be) some 
“funnies” in our Newsletters—to give us all a smile.  For 
example, some funny pictures or images, or short cat or 
cat-related stories, or interesting information or facts I 
may come across.  Any success stories would be great to 
put in our Newsletters, so please keep those coming in 
to me for inclusion. 

 

I did not want to include sad stories, unless necessary.  
So….this and future Newsletters will hopefully have a 
positive, happy vibe about them.  That said, I am 
receiving beautiful “cat poems”, of which some are 
really moving…. and some sad photos….BUT -  their 
content is very relevant and appropriate for the work we 
all do for Cats Protection.  Get the tissue box ready for 
those!!  

In each issue, there will be an entry about famous 
people who love or loved their cats.  In this issue, 
Freddie Mercury is the first one.  

Angela thought up the “In the Spotlight” feature, where 
we can hear, via a Question and Answer format, about 
our Volunteers’ day-to-day experiences and opinions, 
working for Cats Protection.  I offered to be the first 
Volunteer for “In the Spotlight”. 

That’s about it.  Please send me an email with something 
you would like to put in our Newsletter, or feel free to 
phone me about an entry you’d like to submit—or 
contact me about anything regarding the Newsletter”. 

          Carolyn Barker 
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The Story of ALFIE 
a Story from Vicky Hodges and Tracy Beckham 

Sometimes….all it takes is a little time and effort to change lives 
In this story, a Cat and Owner’s lives are changed 

A cat was found living outside a premises.  The cat had been given 
food by the wonderful lady in the photo here.  You can clearly see 
he was well fed!! 

Vicky, our Admissions Team Leader, asked Tracy, now our TNR Team 
Leader, if TNR could assess the situation—and to establish whether 
the cat needed to be neutered, etc., before moving forward.  Tracy 
attended to see this cat and first of all scanned the cat—and she 
was delighted 
when a number 
appeared on the 
scanner! 
The cat was 
Microchipped!!  
The Cat owner’s 
name and 
address was 
obtained from 
the Scan - and 
the owner was 
contacted. 
 

The cat’s name was ALFIE. 
 
Alfie had been missing for some seven months!! On the 21st of January, Alfie and his thankful owner were re-united.  
How simply wonderful that must have 
been for both of them!! 

As Vicky points out here…. 
”The power of the Microchip works its 
wonders again!!” 

IF no-one had actually taken the time 
and effort to visit this cat, the outcome 
could have been a lot different.  The 
cat may never have found its way back 
to its owner and home. 

Two CP Volunteer Officers, from two 
separate Teams, worked together as 
one—so efficiently, and achieved a 
superb result here.   

Congratulations to Vicky and 
Tracy….you both must be SO happy 
and proud of your success. 

“Re-united” can feel like THIS…. 
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In the Spotlight…..Carolyn Barker, Neutering Lead 

In each future Newsletter, we would like to have an “In the Spotlight” Interview of one of  our Team,  
so we can hear about the day-to-day intricacies of different roles.  

To start this off….Carolyn has agreed to be the first Volunteer “interviewed” about her role as Neutering 
Officer.  Please let Angela know if you would like to be “In the Spotlight” for future issues—or we may 
contact you to ask if you will give us an insight into your role within Cats Protection. 

 
Q  Are you enjoying managing the 
     Neutering Lead Role? 

Yes...far more than I thought I would.  It’s not just a matter of 
writing out Neutering Vouchers!! 

Q  Who do you deal with daily/weekly? 

Members of the Public.  Vet Staff - and sometime directly with 
the Vets themselves.  I also liaise directly with TNR Officers and 
The Admisions Team Leader, who need Neutering Vouchers. 
 

Q  Are your day-to-day dealings always done via email? 

No...Not at all.  So far, I have spent good time on the telephone talking to some really LOVELY people….hearing 
about their individual problems they may be facing with a particular Cat or Kitten—and hearing of their success 
stories.  I also often phone my CP colleagues, whereby ONE phone call can negate the need for several or many 
emails being exchanged to sort an issue.  I just pick up the phone...its so much faster and easier! 

Q  What are the MOST enjoyable phone calls you receive? 

When a person has decided to KEEP a stray Cat/Kitten….and is requesting a Voucher to help cover the cost of 
Neutering,  Many people are on benefits—and just could not afford to get the cat or kitten neutered themselves.  I 
often hear from people we have helped AFTER the cat has been neutered….telling me the story of the neuter day—
or letting me know how the cat is doing.  My priority, after all. is to get as many cats neutered as we can!! 

Q  So what are your LEAST enjoyable phone calls? 

When I just can’t help the Cat or Kitten any further than ensuring they get Neutered. 

Q  What do you mean? 

Well…...Not all Cats are going straight from the Vets, having just been neutered, to a lovely new home, where they 
will be loved and cared for.  Some are Feral or Stray Cats that a member of the public or Cats Protection is simply 
helping to get neutered. These Cats are returned straight from being neutered at the Vets back to the same 
location, i.e. back into the wild to fend for themselves - although they can no longer breed.  I take my hat off to 
Tracy and Laura…..our TNR Officers.  I’m afraid It would break my heart to trap cats and kittens for neutering and 
then have to return them out to fend for themselves.  I know TNR can’t do anything else….but this process….it 
must be at times really upsetting for the TNR gals.  They are so BRAVE….and must have to steel themselves the 
majority of the time.  They are unique—and invaluable to Cats Protection.  It’s a hard job….and they grit their 
teeth—and get on with it.  Amazing!! 

Q  Is there anything you would really love to do for Cats Protecton? 

This is a Pipe Dream— but Ohhhh...Yesss—Win the Lottery!!.....not just for ME!!   I know for certain I would give a huge chunk 
of my winnings to Cats Protection.  If I won, say, £100 Million, I would give £40 Million to CP….and that’s a true fact and 
promise!  However….I’d make sure my money went WHERE I wanted it to go within Cats Protection though!! 

Continued….. 

NEUTERING 
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In the Spotlight….Continued…. 

Q  And where would that be? 

 To actually PAY Fosterers…..funds for Loads and LOADS of Fosterers.  Our Fosterers do their job solely 
because of their true love of Cats and Kittens.  There must be great personal satisfaction achieved from 
being a Fosterer.  At our Branch, we often have MANY cats on a “Waiting List” to come in and be cared for 
and loved—but sometimes, there is simply nowhere for the cats to go!!  I guess other Branches have 
Waiting Lists too.  Isn’t that just the saddest thing EVER?  Cats needing a warm, temporary, safe home 
until, hopefully, they are lucky enough to secure a forever home…...and we currently can’t do anything to 
further help this dreadful situation for ALL cats who need our help. 

 I’d like to open several dedicated Cats Protection Vetinary Surgeries.  The Sugeries would be primarily for 
Cats Protection, but also for Private Customers, where any monies “earned” at the Surgery would flow 
directly back into the Surgery costs, to help fund its operations.  I’m pretty sure each Vetinary Practice 
would be profitable for Cat Protection, in no time.  Hmmm….I could do that quite nicely with £40 million 
tucked away in my purse for CP!! 

 I’d like to pay SOME Staff Salaries.  I feel that more CP Roles undertaken by Volunteers should be 
rewarded financially (as well as from the satisfaction achieved by the individual from doing the job 
because of their love of  cats) for the absolutely incredible jobs they do. There must be sheer joy felt by 
doing hands-on jobs with Cats….but at times, utter heartache.  What price can you put on heartache being 
experienced while doing a job?   Many MANY salaried jobs do not come across such problems, or 
experience the hurt, that hands-on cat workers do.   

Q  But Cats Protection is Charity funded…... 

Yes….but there would be far more “workers” come forward to join Cats Protection if even a TOKEN SALARY was 
offered.  In turn, there would be a greater impact on the work CP was able to undertake  in the community…
giving more recognition to CP - which would subsequently bring in MORE funds. 

I am constantly reminded of “Charity Funded” when I would like to do something within CP….but juct 
can’t….because it would cost money to do it—money donated to us through Charity.  

Thank you for your “In the Spotlight” Interview, Carolyn 
Lets hope some of your wonderful wishes and ideas for Cats Protection could come to fruition in the future 
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NEW Volunteers....A hearty WELCOME to…. 

WELFARE TEAM LEADER 

Sandra Marshall 

SOCIAL MEDIA 

Jodie Anne Harper 

DRIVERS 

Jasmine Keogh  ♦  Nicky Haigh 

Karen Walton  ♦  Kevin Everitt 

FOSTERER 

Deborah Upton 
FUND RAISING 

Olga Piwonska 

ORDERING and DRIVING 

Karen Lovatt 
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A Fond Farewell to Caron....Our Heartfelt Thanks…. 

CARON….We are pretty sure that 

ALL THE CATS you have helped in 

so many special ways, on behalf 

of Cats Protection, would love to 

present you with….. 

a Boquet of Flowers 

THANK YOU CARON...FOR THE WONDERFUL WORK 
YOU HAVE DONE FOR CATS PROTECTION 

A fond farewell to Caron, our Cattery Fosterer, who finished 
Fostering for Cats Protection at the end of March, 2022. 

We are not sure at the moment if Caron is going to return to 
fostering for us, but we are hoping so much that she will, 
as she has done such superb work for us. 

We are now SEVEN PENS DOWN for Foster Cats.  If you know 
anyone who is willing to foster for us, please let us know.  

Our Waiting List currently has 26 Cats/Kittens on it!!, all waiting for 
a foster space.  This is indeed a sad state of affairs!  We really want 
and need to help as many of these poor cats as we possibly can. 

Alternative Homing….a New CP Wolverhampton Scheme 
Due to the lack of CP Fosterers, we have been trialing a new way of re-homing Cats and Kittens,  We have named 
this new scheme “Alternative Homing” and it is only appropriate to be utilised for the re-homing of certain Cats.  
 
How does it Work?.... the Cat/Kitten  STAYS at the home of its owner and we 
advertise the  Cat/Kitten on our Facebook Page, as well as on our CP Website.  We 
simply put the cat “owner” and potential cat “finder” in touch with one another!! 
 
So far, the scheme is proving to be very successful…..in fact, more successful than 
we thought it would be!!  It saves the Cat/Kitten coming into Cats Protection care. 
It is a true Team effort, working the process through from Admissions (Vicky),  
Adoptions (Evane and Debra) and Social Media (Jade and Forida). 

Well done EVERYONE for your hard work!!  I can see this going from 
strength to strength.  A real Team effort!! 

Please take a look at our new website pages at: 
https://www.cats.org.uk/wolverhampton/adopt-a-cat/alternative-homing 
(thanks Forida for your great work!) 
                     Angela Hulley, Branch Team Leader 

“C’mon….Negotiate 
Getting ME!!” 

https://www.cats.org.uk/wolverhampton/adopt-a-cat/alternative-homing
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Bohemian Catsody—by Shirley Serban on Youtube 

A SUPERB version of QUEEN’s Bohemian Rhapsody was created and represented by Shirley Serban on Youtube. 

The Video features CATS singing this song!!.  It truly is amazing and is well worth having a good listen to.  It surely will 
give you a good few laughs, as the wording chosen is SO well matched to nearly every cat’s behaviour.  All cat lovers 
will recognise the traits of cats presented in this Video of four Cats singing!!  There is a Lead Singer cat and three 
backing singing cats.  Goodness knows how long it took to make this video!!  You may wish to watch it several times.  
Watch out for the cat eye blinks and the Lead Singer Cat bobbing his head to the music in places. It’s simply 
“PAWSOME”. 

Do please check it out.  Just click on the link below….. 

https://youtu.be/pXezLv_5RaY 

or open Youtube and search for BOHEMIAN CATSODY...and enjoy!  Below is a Screenshot of the video to watch. 

  

https://youtu.be/pXezLv_5RaY
https://youtu.be/pXezLv_5RaY
https://youtu.be/pXezLv_5RaY
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Famous Great Cat Lovers—FREDDIE MERCURY 

F reddie Mercury, late Lead Singer and Frontman of the 

famous Rock Band Queen, was a huge cat person 

Freddie’s cats were as important to him as any human. He 

had as many as six cats at one point, and along with being 

his close companions and friends, they also inspired his 

music style. 

 

Most of Freddie’s cats were 

adopted from Rescue Centres 

and they all lived in his London 

home. He loved to lavish 

affection on them – they had 

fresh chicken and fish prepared 

for them, were each given their 

own Christmas Stocking, full of 

treats at Christmas, and the cats 

had full run of the house.   

When Freddie was away on 

tour, he would even call home to 

talk to them!! 

Delilah, a tortoiseshell and white 

cat, with a bold, assertive 

personality, was undoubtedly 

the most famous of all Freddie’s 

cats.      

            Continued….. 
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Freddie Mercury….Continued…. 

Queen’s song “Delilah” was written for this beloved feline. At first 

the song sounds as if it could be a love song – until it mentions 

Delilah peeing on the furniture!! The interlude also includes a 

chorus of “meows”. The reveal Delilah’s bold and affectionate 

personality that endeared her so much to Freddie, and most of all, 

they show how dearly Freddie loved his cats. 

From all this, it’s clear that Freddie’s cats held an incredible 

importance to him. The last portrait of Freddie before his death 

shows Freddie wearing a Waistcoat with hand-painted pictures of 

all his cats on it.  

Along with writing a song for Delilah, Freddie also publicly showed 

his love for his feline companions by dedicating his first solo 

album, “Mr. Bad Guy”, to his cats Jerry, Tom, Oscar, and Tiffany. 

The dedication was extended to ‘all cat lovers across the universe’. Freddie’s love for his cats 

was so well known that Queen fans would even send in toys for Freddie’s cats!! 

Just as they had throughout his life, Freddie’s cats were with him during the last days of his life. 

They were constantly on his bed and bought him comfort.  Stroking them gave him great 

pleasure and joy,  Freddie made sure his cats would continue to be well cared for after his 

passing. 

Freddie Mercury died on 24th of November, 1991 

Aged 45 years 
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Angie’s Corner….A few success Stories….from Angela Hulley 

 
Cats Protection hands-on Volunteers and Officers never know what they are going to 
come across and face whilst carrying out their day-to-day work. 
 
I’ve gathered here some examples of the situations we come across….and the wonderful results achieved 
through joint effort by Wolverhampton Cats Protection workers. 
 

PRECIOUS….. 

This elderly lady, Precious, came into care as her owner 
had died and she was being looked after by a family 
member.  Poor Precious was really thin, covered in scabs 
from fleas and needed dental work. She went to the 
cattery at first where our lovely cat carers and Caron 
looked after her and following her dental work, she went 
to CP Fosterer Audrey, to recover. Everyone she met fell 
in love with Precious. She has now found her forever 
home  - and here are the before and after photos of this 
very lovely lady. She’s one of the sweetest cats you could 
ever meet! 

 

DHILLON….. 
 
Dillion is another lovely cat that deserved a nice home. He’d 
been straying for six years before we were contacted to help.  
He’d been dumped by his owner when they moved out and 
left him! The lady that was looking after him had been 
feeding him, but could no longer cope.  
 
Laura went out to see this very lovely cat.  He had obvious 
dental issues, as well as being a full Tom Cat. We sorted 
these out - and brought him into care as soon as we could. 
 

Dhillon very quickly found a lovely new home in Sutton Coldfield, and is now the King of 
the Castle!!  These two photos were taken just days after Dhillon arrived at his new 
home.  
 

GARFIELD….. 
Garfield was reported to us as “a stray with an abcess”.  Laura went out to 
assess the situation and the poor soul was in a right mess. Apologies for 
the first photo - but this what we face on a regular basis  Laura took 
Garfield straight to the Vet, where they were so concerned about him that 
he was kept in the Vets overnight, for 2 nights!   He needed Antibiotics 
and pain relief.   We then found him an emergency placement, where 
another of his abcesses burst, but because he was already on Antibiotics, 
it did not cause too much of an issue - just a lot of pain for him. 
 

Garfield has now been moved to our Derby Adoption Centre, as we have no Foster Pens 
available, where he is recovering nicely and he will shortly be able to be neutered and be able to be found a nice 
new home. There is no doubt in my mind that if we hand’t intervened, then he would no longer be with us. He’s 
another sweet natured cat with not a bad bone in his body.  
 

Best Wishes go to these three beautiful Cats, who we were fortunate enough to meet - and to help. 

Precious 

BEFORE 

Precious 

AFTER 
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I adopted your cat today….from Tracey Davidson 

 
I adopted your cat today. 
The one you left at the pound. 
The one you had for ten long years 
but no longer wanted around. 
 
I adopted your cat today. 
Do you know he's lost weight? 
Do you know he's scared and depressed 
and has lost all faith? 
 
 
 

I adopted your cat today. 
He had fleas and a cold, 
But don't you worry none. 
You've unburdened your load. 
 
I adopted your cat today. 
Were you having a baby or 
moving away? 
Did you suddenly develop allergies? 
Or was there just no reason he could 
NOT stay? 
 
I adopted your cat today. 
He does not play—or eat much. 
He is very depressed, 
But he will learn again to trust. 
 
I adopted your cat today. 
And here he will stay. 
He's found his forever home 
And a warm bed to lay. 

I adopted your cat today. 
I will give him all that he could need. 
Patience, love, security, and 
understanding. 
Hopefully, he will forget your 
selfish deed.  
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Branch Get Together 

     DATE…..  1st May 2022 

     TIME…..  2.00pm to 4.00pm 

     VENUE…..  K Teas Cakes 
        4 St Georges Parade 
        WV2 1BA 

Firstly, thank you all for quickly getting back to me with a date when you could make our meeting. 

As advised to you all earlier, I’ve wanted to hold a Branch “Get Together” for some good time now, but Covid has put 
paid to all our hopes of doing this, for a good time. 

The event will be informal…..a chance for us to meet up with our work colleagues, many of whom we may have spoken 
to over the phone—but have never met!!  Many of you have commented how nice it will be to put a face to a 
name….and to get to really know each other better,.  There’s no formal Agenda, so we can talk 
about…..well….whatever you like!!!  We can play it by ear. 

We will have Cake and Drinks. 

I am SO looking forward to getting together with you all. 

Angela Hulley, Branch Team Leader 
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Brindley’s BOBBY 

A Stray cat kept “visiting” Brindley’s Operations Centre, in Wolverhampton 

The Cat had been a stray for a good 
while...and he would not let anyone go 
anywhere near him.  Over time, Darren 
Alcock persevered in approaching this pure 
Black Cat and managed, eventually, to 
pretty well tame him!  Darren named him 
BOBBY.  Other staff at the Centre in turn 
fell for Bobby’s charms - and have come to 
love him. With all the attention Bobby was 
getting, he quickly realised he was on to a 
good thing...and he  became quite fearless 
of staff at the premises and became a 
friendly cat.  He loves a fuss being made of 
him now - and he gets plenty of that!! 

Darren is Bobby’s main Carer.  
A Brindley’s Cat Jacket was 

made especially for Bobby (see 
the photos of him wearing his Jacket). 
 
The problem?….Bobby was a wanderer!, disappearing 
for a couple or more days at times.  Bobby’s 
wandering was a great concern to all - so the staff 
decided to contribute together and buy Bobby a GPS 
COLLAR!!  After fitting the Cat with the Collar, they 
could watch EXACTLY where Bobby was going every 
day, so they knew where he was at any time (see 
photo, right, of one of Bobby’s GPS Maps). 

 

A special wooden house (like a kennel) 
was constructed outside the Brindley’s 
premises.  Bobby loved his new wooden 
house.  Christmas lights were installed 
around the perimeter of the house and 
these flashing lights presented great 
amusenent to the staff - AND to visiting 
customers!  As the story of Bobby 
spread to Brindley’s Customers, Bobby 
started to receive Cat Toys and Cards 
from customers, at Christmas!! 

Bobby even has his own blog on the company’s website. 
                     Customer’s come asking how Bobby is BEFORE they look at cars!! 

 
Brindley’s Owners went to the expense of installing a special Cat Flap for Bobby, so he now has 24 hour access to 
their Reception.  What wonderful people the Brindley’s Owners and Staff are!!  They need commending. 

Bobby has constant access to his Cat Beds, many toys...and...of course...food, which is supplied freshly for him 
daily. 

At weekends, when Brindley’s is Closed, someone attends to feed and check on Bobby.  At times, Darren has taken 
Bobby home with him to stay when needed. 

Continued….. 

Brindley’s BOBBY 
Bobby Wearing his Brindley’s Jacket 

Pictured with main Carer, Darren Alcock 

Bobby with his Christmas Gifts 

GPS Tracking Map 
of Bobby’s Travels 

“draped” across a Filing Tray 
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Brindley’s BOBBY…..Continued 

This Cat is SUCH a character.  He likes accompanying Darren on Site 
Inspections (see photo, right), he likes sitting in cars while a Car Inspection is 
being carried out and he loves draping himself across Filing Trays in order to 
attract a nice fussing!! 

Bobby was an entire Tom Cat - and his wandering “adventures” resulted in 
him returning to Brindley’s with cuts, scratches and injuries - presumably 
from Cat fights.  He is perfectly fine, at present. 

Carolyn, our Neutering Lead, was contacted by Darren, who requested 
financial assistance to get Bobby Neutered, in an effort to try and reduce his 
wanderings and injuries.  Carolyn agreed to supply a Neutering Voucher for 
Bobby. 

Bobby was successfully neutered by CAVAN Vets, Willenhall, on 5th April, 
2022.  Carolyn was informed by Darren that Bobby was quite subdued 
following his Op, but he was soon back to his cheeky ways a few hours later, 
with no obvious signs of any discomfort. 
 

Brindley’s were so delighted with our Neutering Service that they are going to mention Cats Protection on their 
Website -  AND put a link on their site to our Cats Protection Website.  How WONDERFUL is that?! 

A truly special cat….”owned” by really special people!! 

SPECIAL THANKS go to Darren Alcock for his help in providing 
Cats Protection with all information and Photos of BOBBY 

All Photographs provided by Courtesy of  
Brindley’s Wolverhampton 

 

ADOPTION from CATS PROTECTION, Wolverhampton!! 
 
Darren Alcock of Brindley’s is not a new face to Cats Protection!! 
  
Darren Adopted FURGUS from Cats Protection, Wolverhampton, a Year ago. 
Furgus recently appeared on our Facebook!!  
 
Furgus was an abused cat, but he found a wonderful home with Darren - and he is 
one greatly loved, lucky Cat.  Of course...Darren was ALSO lucky….well….VERY lucky 
to have been able to find such a truly gorgeous, boy. 

A Site Inspection…. 
BOTH wearing Brindley Jackets! 

FURGUS 
Adopted from Cats Protection 
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Branch Figures 2022 

 

    A few Branch Figures for this Year 

 so far, January to March, 2022 

 

 CATS ADOPTED        25 

 

 CATS SUPPORTED 

 TNR STRAY’S NEUTERED & HELPED   18  

 

 VIRTUAL HOME VISITS      24 

 

 CATS BORN OR BROUGHT INTO CARE   24 

 

 NEUTERING VOUCHERS ISSUED    64 

 (This does not reflect the actual number  

   of cats Neutered, as there are often upto 

   three cats on one Neutering Voucher)      
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Useful Contact Details 

Position Name Email Address Mobile 

Branch Team Leader Angela Hulley branchteamleader@wolverhampton.cats.org.uk 07720 598723 

Publicity Team Leader Jade Dowen 

publicity@wolverhampton.cats.org.uk 

(Private email)

socialmedia@olverhampton.cats.org.uk 

(Shared email) 

- 

Admin Team Leader Vacant 

secretary@wolverhampton.cats.org.uk 

(Private email)

enquiries@wolverhampton.cats.org.uk 

(Shared email) 

- 

Welfare Team Leader Sandra Marshall 

welfareteamleader@wolverhampton.cats.org.uk 

(Private email)

admissions@wolverhampton.cats.org.uk 

(Shared email) 

07832 244410 

Treasurer Raluca Duras Treasurer@wolverhampton.cats.org.uk - 

Adoptions Team Leader Evane Adamczuk 

adoptionteamleader@wolverhampton.cats.org.uk 

(Private email) 

adoptions@wolverhampton.cats.org.uk 

(Shared email) 

07832 630472  

Neutering Lead Carolyn Barker neutering@wolverhampton.cats.org.uk 07832 628332 

Lost & Found Officer 

Vacant 

 (currently being 

worked by Angela) 

lostandfound@wolverhampton.cats.org.uk 
07720 598723  

(Angela) 

Recruitment Officer 
Tracey Davidson-

Jones 
volunteering@wolverhampton.cats.org.uk 07855 331053  

Admissions Team 

Leader 
Vicky Hodges Admissions@wolverhampton.cats.org.uk 07883 083056 

Cat Match Officer Debra Friedl adoptions@wolverhampton.cats.org.uk 07832 895636 

TNR Team Leader Tracey Beckham lostandfound@wolverhampton.cats.org.uk 07807 052989 

TNR Officer Laura Harris lostandfound@wolverhampton.cats.org.uk 07832 865816 

Microchip Officer Sue Harper admissions@wolverhampton.cats.org.uk - 

Ordering & Driving Karen Lovatt enquiries@wolverhampton.cats.org.uk - 

Drivers  (Email Secretary for any Driver Jobs) - 


